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Michael P. Federici, The Catholic Writings of Orestes Brownson. Notre Dame, 
IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 2019, ix + 440 pp., $70 (cloth).

Je rom e  C .  Fo s s

Saint Vincent College

jerome.foss@stvincent.edu

Whether Catholics can be good American citizens has long been an open 
question, and the past decade or so has seen the list of naysayers grow con-
siderably. America is fundamentally liberal, some argue, and liberalism is 
irreconcilable with the Catholic understanding of political order. Protestants 
and agnostics of the early republic were attracted to this position, but one is 
increasingly likely to hear this view articulated by Catholics in the twenty-
first century. Early Americans were prone to dislike Catholicism; while that 
still may be the case, a tendency has grown within Catholicism to dislike 
America. 

This is not to say that the antagonism on the part of some Catholics 
toward America is representative of the Catholic Church’s view, or the views 
of most practicing Catholic Americans. What is startling is not the number, 
but the fact that the critics of America tend to be young and within academia, 
suggesting that the new generation of intellectual Catholics are less enam-
ored with the American republic and more open to an alternative—without 
a clear idea of that alternative—than their parents and grandparents. In the 
second half of the twentieth century, American Catholics could take solace 
in fact that their leading thinkers were willing to hold as self-evident the 
truths of the Declaration of Indpendence. But is that still the case? Were mid-
twentieth-century Catholic defenses of America, as some suggest, bound up 
with the wrongheaded, liberal-democratic spirit of Vatican II? 

Anyone who answers this latter question in the affirmative would do 
well to acquire a copy of Michael P. Federici’s edition of Orestes Brownson’s 
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writings. This collection of thirteen essays by the nineteenth-century Catho-
lic convert is a welcome addition to the discussions taking place today about 
the relationship between the Catholic faith and the American regime. This 
is a question that haunts Brownson’s postconversion writings. Those whose 
acquaintance with Brownson goes no further than his 1866 The American 
Republic will benefit from reading the essays collected by Federici, which 
range from 1856 to 1874. Each of the essays attempts, in some manner, to 
understand not only how Catholics are situated in America, but also the posi-
tive role they can play, and indeed should play, if America is to survive and 
thrive. For Brownson, America’s written Constitution will endure only if the 
unwritten moral constitution is well formed, and only the Catholic Church is 
in a position to provide the nation’s populace with the necessary moral for-
mation. Brownson is not arguing for the establishment of Catholicism as the 
official, sanctioned religion of the republic; rather, Catholicism for Brownson 
can and should serve as a public philosophy informing the laws, policies, and 
adjudications arrived at through the normal institutional govering processes. 

Far from resting on a superficial understanding of the American found-
ing, Brownson’s argument that American citizens need Catholic formation 
relies on a careful examination of America’s political heritage. As Federici 
points out in his introduction, “Brownson’s political theory is consistent with 
the American framers’ constitutional theory articulated in The Federalist” 
and “can be viewed as a defense of the framers’ political theory against the 
contrary democratic ideologies of his age” (8). Those ideologies gave rise to 
the most dangerous of all political herisies in American history—secession. 
Brownson minced no words in denouncing Southern leaders for tearing the 
nation asunder, and criticized those who upheld the compact theory of the 
Union, the idea that the states retained their sovereign autonomy after the 
ratification of the Constitution. He held that the states are sovereign only as 
integrated parts of the Union, meaning they have no political identity outside 
the United States. Rebellion is thus an act of suicide.

Tied closely to states’ rights is slavery, which Brownson strenuously 
argues is against the natural order of God’s creation. The enslavement of 
African men and women is among the worst sins of the United States, and 
he agreed with President Lincoln that the nation could not remain divided 
on so important an issue. The essays in Federici’s collection show, however, 
that Brownson’s views on the proper mode of settling the slavery question 
changed over time, perhaps not surprisingly given the onset of civil war and 
the president’s later Emancipation Proclamation. Like many, Brownson had 
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once hoped that the South could overcome the sin of slavery on their own, 
and was critical of enforcing such a measure upon them. Later reflection led 
him to see, again with Lincoln, that war measures such as emancipation were 
justifiable, but only as a means of securing peace. But when it came to recon-
structing the Southern states, Brownson opposed the executive branch taking 
the lead, preferring instead Congress as the proper institutional vehicle for 
reunifying the nation. 

What is clear in Brownson’s essays is that he is not a party man. He faults 
Southern Democrats for their poor political thought and criminal acts of 
rebellion; but he is far from a blind follower of Lincoln’s Republican Party, 
and is quick to criticize the president’s often very difficult war decisions. The 
two guiding lights of Brownson’s political thought are the natural law and 
the text of the US Constitution. Slavery is wrong because it violates natural 
law, even if the Constitution allows for it. Secession is wrong because it vio-
lates the Constitution, even if nature does not prescribe the union of North 
American states. Reconstruction has to be in accord with both the natural 
law and the text of the framers’ Constitution. Analyzing the events of his day 
with the help of these two lights allowed him to be friendly to the American 
political order, without being friendly to organized political parties. 

An interesting and unique inclusion by Federici is the essay—though 
really it is a short autobiographical book published in 1857—The Convert; or, 
Leaves from My Experience. While each of the other entries has something 
directly to do with American politics, this long piece (about 150 pages) is 
reminiscent of St. Augustine’s Confessions far more than of The City of God. 
Brownson’s concern is explaining how he came to believe in the tenets of the 
Roman Catholic faith, but only after giving a catalogue of the other theologi-
cal and cosmological viewpoints he tried on first. Nothing fit, as it were, until 
he took seriously Catholic teaching. Brownson describes his work here as an 
attempt to tell the public his story, and to do so truthfully. Odd though it 
at first seems to include this with the far more political essays, Federici was 
right to do so, for The Convert tells the story of an unmistakably American 
citizen who believes in republican institutions, but is searching for a deeper 
set of moral convictions that can unite the political community. One of the 
themes of the story is the apparent contradiction between Catholic dogma 
and the republic. Brownson concludes that the church’s teachings may be out 
of step with popular sentiment at a given moment, but not with the institu-
tions of the regime or the political thought of the framers more generally. 
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This personal account of his life helps explain the positions—controversial 
then and now—Brownson defends in the other twelve essays. 

If there is one sentence in the collection that best explains Brownson’s 
political thought, it is the following: “Our work, after saving our souls, per-
haps as one of the conditions of saving them, is to do what we can to save 
our country” (62). Every page gives evidence of a man who both passionately 
believes in all the Catholic Church teaches and is full of hope in what the 
American republic can become. That such hope could exist in the most tur-
bulent of times America has ever seen should make us wonder at the apparent 
lack of hope among some leading Catholic intellectuals today. Perhaps it is 
impossible to be a good Catholic and a good citizen of America, but before 
we arrive at such a dismal conclusion, we should take seriously the claims of 
the leading nineteenth-century Catholic American thinker who thought the 
contrary. Thanks to Federici’s efforts, we have, in addition to that thinker’s 
The American Republic, a good collection of his essays with which to do so. 


